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DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, nor any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or any third party's use or the results of such use of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE CONTENT
The initial draft PowerPoint presentation was first piloted with some of the medical staff of the Occupational Medicine Clinic at the Brookhaven National Laboratory. As part of the initial material two brief videos were developed to demonstrate setup and checkout of the ratemeter, digital and analogue archetypes, and pancake GM probe. Subsequently the material and exercises were presented to a group of subject matters experts in DOHMH. After incorporation of comments DOHMH designated three hospitals, Staten Island North and South and St John's Episcopal, to conduct pilot classes with the user community.
The lecture was organized in two parts. Part-1 was aimed at all personnel, Security and Emergency Department Staff who operate the survey instrument to resolve an alarm. Part-2 was aimed at the personnel, who conduct radiation surveys and was deemed optional for Security. Part-1 could be delivered in approximately 10 minutes as a standalone module for Security.
Three performance-based exercises were incorporated to qualify the personnel who conduct radiation surveys:
1. Setup and checkout of the ratemeter and pancake GM probe. 2. Survey of an approximately 100 µCi gamma emitting source to demonstrate the concept of 1/r 2 . 3. Survey and documentation of a simulated contaminated patient using the Tyvek™ suits and thoriated gas mantles.
DELIVERABLES
Each hospital was provided a disk with the training materials:
1. PowerPoint presentation customized with local photographs of the Area Radiation Detector installation, and the ratemeter archetype(s) used by the trainees. If only one type was used the slides and video of the other was provided in a file labeled, Additional Information. 
RESULTS
At the completion of the project, all 18 training sessions were delivered, and a total of 272 hospital staff participated. The course materials are to be posted online by DOHMH staff and hosted on the DOHMH web site.
